
CY Group established in 2012 , is one of the largest enterprises known worldwide for
its specialization in the field of lighting such as stage lighting, entertainment lighting,
architectural and commercial lighting of professional manufacturers.

It is headquartered in Baiyun District, Guangzhou City, Guangdong Province. The
company has a standardized modern factory with high specification office building,
for producing entertainment lighting and stage lighting.

CY Group has always put the development of scientific and technological innovation
as the prime concern in accordance to the customers design and development of
safe, innovative, advanced energy-saving lighting and sound, with excellent products
and high-quality services to meet customer demands. Technical development team
has gathered together and mastered a full entertainment, professional stage lighting
and ancillary equipment and spare parts production process design and development,
prototyping, group line production, project management, experimental specifications
and quality standards. We strive for excellence in whatever we do as each and every
person's contribution is important to our success. Meanwhile, we reach and develop
the LED driving power supply which to meet lighting products. Our team is very
innovative and strives to create a leader of successful entertainment lighting,
professional stage lighting and lead in domestic and international lighting trends.

Over the past 6 years of establishment, CY Group has perfectly accommodated itself
globally. The products are now exported to over 70 countries .The Group has always
been committed to provide the most innovative and reliable products at very
competitive prices. Apart from providing best of services for business developments
the company gives priority to quality and customer satisfaction being their main
motto to gain worldwide recognition and remain ahead of competition. Our goal is to
become the world's most trusted enterprise in entertainment sector.

Join us in a professional entertainment and stage LED lighting revolution! CY – Light
up the future, light up the world!


